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Abstract
In this paper we show that vertices of biconvex graphs have an ordering that we call a bi-
convex straight ordering. The new suggested ordering has the following properties: it preserves
the biconvex property, and it generalizes the strong ordering achievable for bipartite permutation
graphs. Moreover, we show that such an ordering may be obtained eciently in parallel. Addi-
tionally, we use the new ordering to solve the vertex ranking problem on biconvex graphs, and
to observe that biconvex graphs are 4-polygon graphs. In a related context this ordering may be
viewed as one for rows and columns of 0{1 matrices. The matrix interpretation may be stated
as follows. For every 0{1 matrix that has the consecutive 1’s property for both the rows and
the columns, the rows and columns may be permuted so that the following is true: the matrix
has the consecutive 1’s property for both the rows and the columns, and does not contain the
following submatrix:
0 1
1 0
:
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1. Introduction
We start by dening the graph families mentioned in this paper. For further details,
the reader is referred to [10]. Let G= (V; E) be a simple undirected graph with vertex
set V and edge set E.
G = (V; E) is a bipartite graph if V can be partitioned into sets X and Y that each
induce an independent set. In this case, we may refer to G as G = (X; Y; E).
G = (V; E) is a circle graph if there exists a set of chords in a circle that are in
one to one correspondence with the vertices of G, such that two vertices are adjacent
if and only if their corresponding chords intersect.
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G=(V; E) is a k-polygon graph if its vertices are in one to one correspondence with
a set of chords inside a convex k-sided polygon such that two vertices are adjacent if
and only if their corresponding chords intersect.
G = (V; E) is a permutation graph if its vertices are in one to one correspondence
with a set of line segments between two parallel lines, such that two vertices are
adjacent if and only if their corresponding line segments intersect.
If G = (X; Y; E) is both a bipartite graph and a permutation graph, then it is a
bipartite permutation graph. In this case, vertices of G have an ordering, which is
called a strong ordering, that may be described as follows [13]. An ordering < of
X [ Y is a strong ordering if, for all xa; xb in X and yc; yd in Y , such that xa <xb
and yc <yd, if both (xa; yd) and (xb; yc) are in E, then both (xa; yc) and (xb; yd) are
also in E.
A bipartite graph G = (X; Y; E) is convex if X (or Y ) can be ordered so that for
every vertex v in Y (or X ), neighbors of v occur consecutively in the ordering. X (or
Y ) is said to exhibit the property of convexity.
A bipartite graph G = (X; Y; E) is biconvex if both X and Y can be ordered so that
for every vertex v in X [ Y neighbors of v occur consecutively in the ordering. We
say that X and Y each possess the convexity property, and that V = X [ Y has a
biconvex ordering. Biconvex graphs arise in industrial and other practical applications
(for example see [9,12]).
Every k-polygon graph is a circle graph, and every circle graph is a k-polygon graph
for some k; permutation graphs form a proper subclass of k-polygon graphs for any
k>3 [7]. Bipartite permutation graphs are a proper subset of biconvex graphs [13],
which in turn are a proper subset of bipartite circle graphs (bipartite graphs which are
also circle graphs) [15]. In this paper, we shall see that biconvex graphs are, in fact,
a subset of 4-polygon graphs.
The adjacency matrix A of a biconvex graph is one whose rows are in one to one
correspondence with the vertices in X , and columns are in one to one correspondence
with the vertices in Y . Entry A(i; j) is set to one if (xi; yj) is in E. Therefore the
rows and columns of A may be permuted so that A has the consecutive 1’s property
for its rows and its columns, simultaneously. Conversely, any 0{1 matrix that has
the consecutive 1’s property for both its rows and its columns may be seen as the
adjacency matrix of a biconvex graph. Such matrices have the additional property of
being totally balanced (see [8]). In a graph theoretic context this is due to the fact
that biconvex graphs are chordal bipartite graphs [5], which are bipartite graphs that
have no induced cycle of length greater than four.
In this paper, we prove that the vertices of any biconvex graph have a restricted type
of biconvex ordering. We call this ordering a biconvex straight ordering, or a biconvex
S-ordering. In addition to maintaining the convexity property for both X and Y , the new
ordering generalizes the strong ordering achievable for bipartite permutation graphs. The
existence of this ordering implies the existence of a special type of adjacency matrix
for biconvex graphs.
To describe the new suggested ordering, we rst dene the following.
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Denition 1. In the context of an ordering < of X [Y , the edges (xa; yd) (xb; yc) are
said to cross if xa <xb and yc <yd, or if xb <xa and yd<yc.
Denition 2. A straight ordering (S-ordering for short) of the vertices of a bipartite
graph G = (X; Y; E) is an ordering that satises the following. If (xa; yd) and (xb; yc)
are edges in E that cross then at least one of (xa; yc) and (xb; yd) is in E. A pair of
edges (xa; yd) and (xb; yc) in E that cross such that neither (xa; yc) nor (xb; yd) is in
E will be said to violate the S-ordering property.
Denition 3. A biconvex S-ordering of the vertices of a bipartite graph G = (X; Y; E)
is an S-ordering that is also biconvex.
It is worth mentioning that the rst author of this paper has used the concept of a bi-
convex S-ordering to design parallel and sequential algorithms for clustering problems
on biconvex graphs [1]. We also note that an equivalent notion is used in [12] to de-
sign an ecient sequential algorithm for the maximum matching problem on biconvex
graphs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section contains some
denitions and preliminaries. The following section contains the proof that biconvex
graphs possess the suggested ordering, together with an ecient parallel algorithm to
obtain that ordering. In the fourth section we show how the new ordering may be used
to solve the vertex ranking problem by a method similar to that of [6] for the same
problem on permutation graphs. Finally, in the last section we draw some conclusions.
2. Denitions and preliminaries
Let G = (X; Y; E) be a bipartite graph. We let V = X [ Y; n = jV j and m = jEj.
For any vertex v in V; N (v) = fu j u is adjacent to vg. Note that v 62 N (v). For any
set W V; WX =W \ X; WY =W \ Y , and GhW i is the subgraph of G induced by
vertices in W .
Let G=(X; Y; E) be a biconvex graph where X = fx1; : : : ; xpg; Y = fy1; : : : ; yqg, and
X [ Y dene a biconvex ordering. Pictorially, vertices of X will be at the bottom and
the smallest index vertices of X and Y will be at the leftmost end of the graph. For
vertices a; b 2 X or a; b 2 Y , we use a<b and \a is to the left of b" interchangeably.
In addition, we say a>b or \a is to the right of b" if b<a. We also say a>b if a
is to the right of b or a and b denote the same vertex, and a6b if a<b or a = b.
Additionally, when vertices of X are referred to as xi; xj; 16i; j6p, we may infer the
relative positions of xi and xj by comparing their indices, and refer to other vertices of
X by performing arithmetic on the indices, for example, xi+1 is the vertex immediately
to the right of xi.
Throughout our proofs, we will sometimes omit results implied by the symmetry
in biconvex graphs. Biconvex graphs are symmetric in the following two ways. If
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Fig. 1. (a) An S-path between u and v. (b) A C-path between u and v.
G = (X; Y; E) is a biconvex ordering of a biconvex graph, then the following are also
biconvex orderings for G: G = (Y; X; E) (by horizontal symmetry), and G = (X 0; Y; E)
where X 0 = fxp; : : : ; x1g (by vertical symmetry).
For all v 2 X (or v 2 Y ), let prev(v) be the smallest index vertex of Y (or X ) that
is adjacent to v, and next(v) be the largest index vertex of Y (or X ) that is adjacent
to v.
In the next proposition, we show that vertices in a shortest path of a biconvex
ordered graph are linearly ordered in X and in Y .
Proposition 4. Consider a shortest path; P; between any two vertices u; v in V . Let
vertices of PX and vertices of PY be ordered as in P; PX = fxi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xilg and
PY =fyj1 ; yj2 ; : : : ; yjog. Then xik < xik+1 for all 16k < l or xik > xik+1 for all 16k < l;
and yjk <yjk+1 for all 16k <o or yjk >yjk+1 for all 16k <o.
Proof. Assume not, and let xia > xia+1 and xik < xik+1 for all k <a. Then, by convexity,
xia−1<xia+1 implies that xia+1 is adjacent to the common neighbor of xia−1 and xia in P
and xia is not needed; otherwise xia−1>xia+1 implies that xia−1 is adjacent to the common
neighbor of xia+1 and xia in P and again xia is not needed. Both cases contradict the
fact that P is a shortest path between u and v. Similarly we can show that vertices of
PY have to be linearly ordered.
From this proposition, we have two types of shortest paths in a biconvex graph.
Denition 5. A shortest path, P, between vertices u; v in V , is called an S-path (straight
path) if the order of the vertices of PX is the same as that of the vertices of PY (see
Fig. 1(a)). Otherwise it is called a C-path (crooked path) (see Fig. 1(b)).
Lemma 6. If (xi; yj) is an edge in E and there are edges (xa; yd) and (xb; yc) that
cross such that xi6xa <xb and yj6yc <yd (or xa <xb6xi and yc <yd6yj) then
(xa; yc) (respectively (xb; yd)) is an edge in E.
Proof. Assume there are vertices xi; xa; xb; yj; yc, and yd such that xi6xa <xb; yj6
yc <yd; (xa; yd); (xb; yc), and (xi; yj) are edges in E but (xa; yc) is not in E.
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If xi = xa or yj = yc then by convexity xa is adjacent to yc.
Therefore suppose that xi < xa and yj <yc. If yc has a neighbor smaller than xa
then yc is adjacent to xa (by convexity). As well if yj has a neighbor larger than xa
then xa is adjacent to both yj and yc (by convexity). Therefore all neighbors of yj are
smaller than xa and all neighbors of yc are larger than xa. Therefore the path between
yj and yc is an S-path. But now there is a vertex y on that path, y<yc, that has a
neighbor smaller than xa and a neighbor greater than xa, and thus y is adjacent to xa
and xa is adjacent to yc (by convexity).
Corollary 7. Let G=(X; Y; E) be a connected biconvex graph with a biconvex order-
ing. G is a strongly ordered bipartite permutation graph if and only if (x1; y1) and
(xp; yq) are edges in E.
3. Biconvex S-ordering
The parallel PQ-tree-processing algorithm of Klein [11] may be used to determine
whether or not an n-vertex, m-edge graph is a biconvex graph and, if so, to produce an
arbitrary biconvex ordering, in O(log2 n) time using n+m processors on a Concurrent
Read Concurrent Write PRAM (CRCW-PRAM). In this paper, we use a dierent
parallel biconvex graph recognition algorithm, that of Yu and Chen [15], since it pro-
duces a biconvex ordering satisfying certain properties that will be favorable for our
algorithm. Their algorithm runs in O(log2 n) time and utilizes O(n3=log2 n) processors
on a Concurrent Read Exclusive Write PRAM (CREW-PRAM). In the process of
designing their algorithm, they show that any biconvex graph G=(X; Y; E) contains an
induced bipartite permutation graph that satises certain properties. The same results
have been independently proven in [1] using dierent terminology. To use their results,
we shall express their theorems in our terminology.
Denition 8. Let G=(X; Y; E) be a connected biconvex graph with biconvex ordering.
Dene xL; xR; Xp, and Gp as follows. xL is the vertex in N (y1) whose neighborhood
set, N (xL), is not properly contained in any other neighborhood set, and xR is the
vertex in N (yq) whose neighborhood set, N (xR), is not properly contained in any other
neighborhood set. In case there are ties, choose xL to be the smallest index vertex, and
xR to be the largest index vertex. We may assume that xL6xR, because otherwise
we can consider the biconvex ordering G = (X 0; Y; E), where X 0 = fxp; : : : ; x1g. Now,
Xp = fx j xL6x6xRg, and Gp is the subgraph of G induced by the vertex set Xp [ Y .
The following lemma is implied by Lemma 9 of [15], since Gp is an induced
subgraph of the graph named GA[C;T in that paper, where S = X and T = Y .
Lemma 9 (Yu and Chen [15]). Gp is a connected bipartite permutation graph.
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Fig. 2. A biconvex ordering satisfying Lemma 10 that is not an S-ordering.
The next lemma may easily be obtained from Lemma 14 of [15]. Recall that G is
a connected biconvex graph.
Lemma 10. Let G=(X; Y; E) be a connected biconvex graph. There exists a biconvex
ordering for the vertices of G such that the following are true:
(i) Gp is a connected strongly ordered bipartite permutation graph.
(ii) For all xi and xj; where x16xi < xj6xL or xR6xj <xi6xp; N (xi)N (xj).
Proof. Consider a biconvex ordering for G. From Lemma 9, we know that Gp is a
bipartite permutation graph. Algorithm 1 in [15] produces a strong ordering for the
vertices of Gp. Therefore, let vertices of G be ordered in such a way that Gp is a
connected strongly ordered bipartite permutation graph.
Now suppose there are vertices xi and xj, such that xi < xj6xL. Any vertex y in
N (xi) has a neighbor in Gp, and therefore, by the convexity property, is in N (xj).
Therefore, N (xi)N (xj). Similarly, for all xi and xj such that xR6xj <xi, it is true
that N (xi)N (xj).
It is worth mentioning that a graph G that satises the above lemma is not necessarily
S-ordered, as shown in the example of Fig. 2. (Edges (x1; y3) and (y2; x4) violate the
S-ordering property.) However, G must have a biconvex S-ordering, as the next result
shows.
Theorem 11. Every connected biconvex graph has a biconvex S-ordering.
Proof. Suppose not. Consider the set of all biconvex orderings satisfying Lemma 10
of all counter-examples to the theorem. Let G = (X; Y; E) be an element of this set
which minimizes the number of edge pairs that violate the S-ordering property. We
will show how to reorder the vertices of X to obtain a new biconvex ordering of G
which satises Lemma 10 and which has fewer pairs of violating edges, contradicting
our choice of G and thus proving the theorem.
Recall Denition 8. Let XL = fx j x16x<xLg and XR = fx j xR <x6xpg.
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Fig. 3. Two cases of crossing edges.
Claim 12. For all vertices xi; xj 2 X; xi < xj; that occur in a pair of edges violating
S-ordering; it must be that xi 2 XL and xj 2 XR.
Proof. At least one of xi and xj must be in XL[XR or else we contradict (i) of Lemma
10. Furthermore, if exactly one of xi and xj is in Gp, or if both are in XL or both
are in XR, then we have one of the congurations of Figure 3 or a symmetric case,
contradicting Lemma 6.
Let xa be the rightmost vertex of XL contained in any pair of edges that violates
the S-ordering property, and let xb be the leftmost such vertex of XR. Since G is a
counter-example, both xa and xb exist.
Claim 13. xa and xb occur together in some pair of edges that violates the S-ordering
property.
Proof. Suppose not. Let (xa; yi); (xd; yj) and (xb; yk); (xc; yl) be two violating edge
pairs. Now, xc <xa and xb <xd by our choice of xa and xb, and our assumption that the
claim is false. Thus, (xa; yl) 2 E and (xb; yj) 2 E by (ii) of Lemma 10. Furthermore,
yl >yj or else the neighborhood of xa violates convexity. But now, (xa; yl); (xb; yj)
violate the S-ordering property.
If there exists a pair of edges (xc; yi); (xd; yj) satisfying xc <xa, xd >xb, yi <yj,
(xc; yj) 62 E, and (xd; yi) 62 E, then let xa0 be the rightmost vertex to the left of xa that
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is contained in any such pair of edges, and let xb0 be the leftmost vertex to the right
of xb that is contained in any such pair of edges.
Claim 14. xa0 and xb0 occur together in some such pair of edges.
Proof. Suppose not. Let (xa0 ; yi); (xd; yj) and (xb0 ; yk); (xc; yl) be two such edge pairs.
By our choice of xa0 and xb0 , we know that xc <xa0 and xb0<xd. Thus, (xa0 ; yl) 2 E
and (xb0 ; yj) 2 E by Lemma 10(ii). We also have yl <yj or else the neighborhood of
xa0 violates convexity. Thus, (xa0 ; yl); (xb0 ; yj) form the required pair of edges.
If no such pair of edges exists then let a0 = 0 and b0 = p+ 1.
The next two claims show that we may permute X in a certain way while still
maintaining a biconvex ordering satisfying Lemma 10.
Claim 15. For all y 2 Y; if y is adjacent to xa or to xb then y is adjacent to all
vertices between xa and xb.
Proof. Let y be adjacent to xa. (The proof for y adjacent to xb is similar.) Suppose
y is not adjacent to xb; otherwise the claim follows by convexity.
By our choice of xa and xb, N (xa)nN (xb) 6= ;, N (xb)nN (xa) 6= ;, and the former
set occurs to the right of the latter in Y .
If y is not adjacent to xb−1 then the edges (xa; y) and (xb−1; y0) contradict our choice
of xb as the leftmost vertex in such a crossing pair of edges, where y0 is any vertex
of N (xb)nN (xa). Note that (xb−1; y0) 2 E by Lemma 10(ii). Thus, (y; xb−1) 2 E and
the result follows by convexity.
Claim 16. If xa0 and xb0 exist then; for all y 2 Y; if y is adjacent to xa0 or to xb0
then y is adjacent to all vertices between xa0 and xb0 .
Proof. Let y be adjacent to xa0 (the other case follows similarly). We assume that y
is not adjacent to xb0 ; otherwise the result follows by convexity.
By our choice of xa0 and xb0 , N (xa0)nN (xb0) 6= ;, N (xb0)nN (xa0) 6= ;, and the former
set occurs to the left of the latter in Y .
Now, if y is not adjacent to xb0−1 then the edges (xa0 ; y) and (xb0−1; y0) contradict
our choice of xb0 , where y0 2 N (xb0)nN (xa0). The result follows.
We are now ready to reorder X , producing the new order X 0, as follows:
In X , replace the subsequence hxa0+1; : : : ; xai with hxb0−1; : : : ; xbi and replace
hxb; : : : ; xb0−1i with hxa; : : : ; xa0+1i. The resulting ordering is X 0.
Claim 17. X 0; Y is a biconvex ordering that satises Lemma 10; and which has fewer
edge pairs violating the S-ordering property than X; Y .
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Proof. The fact that X 0; Y is a biconvex ordering that satises Lemma 10 follows from
the previous two claims. All S-ordering violating edge pairs containing both xa and xb
have been removed in the transformation from X to X 0 (specically, these edge pairs
do not cross in X 0; Y ). Note that there is at least one such pair in X , by our choice
of xa and xb. Finally, by our choice of xa0 and xb0 , no new violating pairs have been
introduced in X 0.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
The next corollary establishes the matrix interpretation of Theorem 11.
Corollary 18. Let A be a 0{1 matrix that has the consecutive 1’s property for both
the rows and the columns. Then the rows and columns of A may be permuted in a
manner that preserves the consecutive 1’s property for both the rows and the columns;
and such that A does not contain
0 1
1 0
as a submatrix.
Another consequence of Theorem 11 shows the relationship between biconvex graphs
and 4-polygon graphs.
Corollary 19. Every biconvex graph is a 4-polygon graph.
Proof. Let G=(X; Y; E) be an arbitrary biconvex graph with biconvex S-ordering. We
describe a 4-polygon intersection representation for G. First, construct a permutation
diagram for Gp, and then bend the two parallel lines together at both ends of the
diagram to form a circle representation for G. The two points where the parallel lines
come together to form the circle are two corners of the 4-polygon that we are con-
structing. By Lemma 10, and the fact that chord endpoints of N (XL) (and N (XR)) occur
consecutively in the circle, we can add chords in the circle to represent the vertices of
XL=fx1; : : : ; xL−1g and XR=fxR+1; : : : ; xpg, thereby completing a circle diagram for G.
Finally, by adding two additional corners, one inside the chords of XL and one inside
the chords of XR, we obtain a 4-polygon representation for G.
We next present an ecient parallel algorithm to obtain a straight biconvex ordering,
given a biconvex graph G with ordering that satises Lemma 10. G is the output of
Algorithm 1 of [15]. We also need the vertices xL and xR, which may be obtained from
the same algorithm, at no extra cost, with a slight modication. Recall, that algorithm
utilizes O(n3=log2 n) processors and O(log2 n) time on a CREW-PRAM.
Our algorithm does not nd the vertices xa, xb, xa0 , and xb0 mentioned in the proof
of Theorem 11. Instead, it computes some more general information for every pair of
vertices xi 2 XL and xj 2 XR, and uses this to determine subsets of XL and XR that
must be swapped.
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The algorithm is based on the following observation. For any xl 2 XL and xr 2 XR,
l 6= 1 or r 6= p, if there are no S-ordering violating edge pairs containing vertices
of fx j xl <x<xL or xR <x<xrg, then there exist xl06xl and xr0>xr where xl0 6= xl
or xr0 6= xr , such that there are no S-ordering violating edge pairs containing vertices
of fx j xl0<x<xL or xR <x<xr0g, perhaps after exchanging the subsequence from xl
down to xl0+1 with the subsequence from xr to xr0−1. Furthermore, xl0 and xr0 can be
computed and the exchange can be accomplished if needed, in parallel constant time.
Algorithm S-ORDERING(G)
Input: G = (X; Y; E) where G is a biconvex graph with ordering that
satises Lemma 10, and vertices xL and xR as dened in Denition 8.
Output: G = (X 0; Y; E) with vertices having a biconvex S-ordering.
1. for all pairs i; j such that 16i<L, R<j6p do (in parallel):
(a) if next(xi)<prev(xj) then
nextpair(i; j) h0; p+ 1i
left(i; j) hi; 1i
right(i; j) h j; pi
(b) if next(xj)<prev(xi) then
nextpair(i; j) h0; p+ 1i
left(i; j) h j; pi
right(i; j) hi; 1i
(c) if prev(xi)<prev(xj)<next(xi)<next(xj) then
nextpair(i; j) hprev(prev(xj)− 1)− 1; next(next(xi) + 1) + 1i
left(i; j) hi; prev(prev(xj)− 1)i
right(i; j) hj; next(next(xi) + 1)i
(d) if prev(xj)<prev(xi)<next(xj)<next(xi) then
nextpair(i; j) hprev(next(xj) + 1)− 1; next(prev(xi)− 1) + 1i
left(i; j) hj; next(prev(xi)− 1)i
right(i; j) hi; prev(next(xj) + 1)i
(e) if prev(xi)6prev(xj)6next(xj)6next(xi) then
nextpair(i; j) hprev(next(xj))− 1; ji
left(i; j) hi; prev(next(xj))i
right(i; j) 
(f) if prev(xj)6prev(xi)6next(xi)6next(xj) then
nextpair(i; j) hi; next(prev(xi)) + 1i
left(i; j) 
right(i; j) h j; next(prev(xi))i
2. for all i, 16i<L do (in parallel):
nextpair(i; p+ 1) h0; p+ 1i
left(i; p+ 1) hi; 1i
right(i; p+ 1) 
for all j, R<j6p do (in parallel):
nextpair(0; j) h0; p+ 1i
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left(0; j) 
right(0; j) h j; pi
3. In parallel, nd a path following the nextpair links
from (L− 1; R+ 1) to (0; p+ 1):
P = ((l1; r1); (l2; r2); : : : ; (lk ; rk))
where l1 = L− 1, r1 = R+ 1, lk = 0, and rk = p+ 1
4. for all i, 16i6k do (in parallel):
sizeleft(i) jfx j x is between xa and xb; inclusive; where
left(li; ri) = ha; bigj
or 0 if left(li; ri) = 
sizeright(i) jfx j x is between xc and xd; inclusive; where
right(li; ri) = hc; digj
or 0 if right(li; ri) = 
5. for all i, 16i6k do (in parallel):
Compute psleft(i) and psright(i), the prex sums
of sizeleft and sizeright, respectively
6. for all i, 16i6k do (in parallel):
for each element xj between xa and xb inclusive
where left(li; ri) = ha; bi (in parallel):
compute j0, the new position of xj in X 0 as follows:
j0  L− (psleft(i − 1) + j − a+ 1)
write xj into position j0 of X 0
for each element xj between xc and xd inclusive
where right(li; ri) = hc; di (in parallel):
compute j0, the new position of xj in X 0 as follows:
j0  R+ psright(i − 1) + j − a+ 1
write xj into position j0 of X 0
end S-ORDERING
Theorem 20. Given a biconvex graph G = (X; Y; E) with ordering that satises
Lemma 10; Algorithm S-ORDERING correctly produces a biconvex S-ordering in
time O(log n) using O(n2) processors.
Proof. We rst consider Step 1. Note that in cases a and b, the neighborhoods of xi
and xj are disjoint; in cases c and d, the neighborhoods overlap, and in cases e and f,
one neighborhood is contained in the other or the neighborhoods are equal. In case a,
there cannot exist any violating edge pairs by Lemma 10(ii). In case b, all edge pairs
violate S-ordering, again by Lemma 10(ii), and thus, all X -vertices from 1 to xl must
be exchanged with vertices from p down to xr . In case c, if there are any violating
edges, their X -vertices’ neighborhoods are contained in N (xl)\N (xr). Thus, vertices xl
and xr and contiguous vertices whose neighborhoods are not contained in N (xl)\N (xr)
need not be swapped. In case d, xl and xr are contained in a violating pair of edges, as
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are all the contiguous vertices whose neighborhoods are not contained in N (xl)\N (xr).
All of these must be swapped. Note that cases b and d are the scenarios discussed
in the proof of Theorem 11. In case e (respectively, f), it is determined that xl and
possibly more vertices of XL (respectively, xr and possibly more vertices of XR) must
not be swapped.
Steps 1 and 2 build up what may be thought of as a state transition matrix or
digraph.
To initially compute next(v) and prev(v) for a given vertex v, O(m) processors and
O(logm) time is needed. In steps 1 and 2, one processor is needed for each pair of
vertices of X for a total of O(n2) processors and O(log n) time.
Step 3 involves nding a path through the state transition digraph. Since the digraph
is acyclic (every edge directed from node (xa; yc) to node (xb; yd) has the property
that b6a and d>c and b 6= a or d 6= c), has a unique sink (0; p + 1), and every
node other than the sink has outdegree 1, there is a unique path from (L − 1; R + 1)
to (0; p + 1). The path can be found using the pointer jumping method using O(n2)
processors (since there are O(n2) nodes in the digraph) and O(log n) time (see [2]).
Finally, steps 4{6 list the vertices of X in the new ordering. Step 4 use O(n)
processors and O(1) time. Step 5 uses O(n) processors and O(log n) time (see [2]).
Step 6 uses O(n) processors and constant time. Thus, overall the algorithm requires
O(n2) processors and O(log n) time.
We conclude this section with a discussion of some related work, and its connection
with the biconvex S-orderings and corresponding adjacency matrices of this paper.
In [12], convex graphs are represented pictorially as a set of line segments in a
two dimensional grid. Given a biconvex graph G = (X; Y; E), the authors show how
the corresponding line segments can be ordered, in O(n + m) time, so that when
the extremes of adjacent segments are joined, the result is a convex polygon. Their
algorithm recognizes biconvex graphs, and produces a representation that is equivalent
to a biconvex S-ordering, in O(n+m) sequential time. They make use of the resulting
representation to design a sequential O(n + m) algorithm for the maximum matching
problem on biconvex graphs.
The equivalence of the two representations can be demonstrated as follows. We
refer the reader to Lipski and Preparata’s Algorithm 2 in [12]. Let G = (X; Y; E) be a
biconvex graph with corresponding representation as computed in [12], where A = X
and B=Y . We can translate the diagram of [12] into an adjacency matrix by reversing
the order of B= Y , since the bottom left corner is the origin in the diagram, whereas
the top left corner is the origin in the adjacency matrix, and replacing line segments
with strings of 1’s in the matrix.
Claim 21. There is no
0 1
1 0
submatrix in the constructed adjacency matrix.
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Proof. We prove that the diagram cannot contain
1 0
0 1
as a submatrix; this implies that the adjacency matrix does not contain
0 1
1 0
:
It is easily seen that the middle part does not contain
1 0
0 1
;
nor even one row of the submatrix. Similarly, neither the top part nor the bottom part
can contain both rows of the submatrix. The only remaining possibility is that the top
row (say, row i) occurs in the top part, and the bottom row (say, row j) occurs in the
bottom part. In Lipski and Preparata’s partitioning scheme (in the appendix of [12]),
intervals are handled in increasing order of left endpoints; therefore, row i must have
been placed in the top part before row j was placed in the bottom part. Row i is placed
in the top part only if it does not t in the bottom part, that is, if the right endpoint
of some interval already in the bottom part is smaller than the right endpoint of row
i. But row j has larger right endpoint than row i, so it does not t in the bottom part
either. We conclude that
1 0
0 1
does not occur in the diagram.
Now, by virtue of Claim 21 and the fact that the constructed adjacency matrix has
the consecutive 1’s property for rows and columns, the adjacency matrix corresponds
to a biconvex S-ordering of G.
Another related work is the paper of Tucker [14]. In this paper, convex and biconvex
bipartite graphs are characterized in terms of asteroidal triples (that is, three vertices in
a graph such that, between each pair there exists a path that contains no vertex adjacent
to the third), forbidden subgraphs, and forbidden submatrices in the adjacency matrix.
Tucker’s paper gives a necessary and sucient characterization of biconvex graphs
in terms of forbidden submatrices, whereas our submatrix property is a necessary
condition only.
4. The vertex ranking problem
Given a graph G=(V; E), a vertex t-ranking is a vertex coloring c : V 7! f1; : : : ; tg
with the property that every path between two vertices of the same color must contain
a vertex of higher color. The vertex ranking number of G, r(G), is the minimum t
such that G has a t-ranking.
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The vertex ranking decision problem is known to be NP-complete for bipartite graphs
[3,4], and solvable in polynomial time for permutation graphs [6]. In this section, we
present a polynomial time sequential algorithm for computing the vertex ranking num-
ber of a biconvex graph. The reader is referred to [3,4,6] for background information,
applications, and several results related to rankings of graphs.
Our approach is inspired by the permutation graph algorithm of [6]. One dierence
is that we make direct use of a biconvex S-ordering of the input graph, rather than an
intersection model of the graph. The ordered graph itself is the convenient choice be-
cause that is the structure in which the ordering is apparent, whereas in the permutation
graph case, the ordering is apparent in the intersection model.
Denition 22. Let G = (V; E) be a connected graph. A subset S V is a separator if
GhV nSi is disconnected. A separator is termed an inclusion minimal separator if no
proper subset is itself a separator.
Our algorithm is based on the following theorem.
Theorem 23 (Corollary 8 of Deogon et al. [6]). Let G=(V; E) be a connected graph
which is not complete. Then
r(G) = min
S2S
max
C
(r(C) + jSj);
where S is any collection of subsets of V containing all inclusion minimal separators
of G and C is a connected component of GhV nSi.
We now consider some basic properties of connected components and inclusion
minimal separators in biconvex S-ordered graphs.
Let G = (X; Y; E) be a biconvex S-ordered graph. Let C = fC1; C2; : : : ; Ckg be the
connected components of G.
Lemma 24. For each Ci 2 C, vertices of Ci \X are consecutive in X and vertices of
Ci \ Y are consecutive in Y .
Proof. Let xl and xr be the leftmost and rightmost vertices of Ci \ X . Suppose there
is some vertex x 2 X between xl and xr . Every path between xl and xr in Ci contains
vertices of Ci \ Y , one of which is adjacent to some vertex to the left of x and some
vertex to the right of x, and therefore is adjacent to x. Thus x 2 Ci. The result for
Ci \ Y follows similarly.
Lemma 25. For all Ci; Cj 2 C, every vertex of Ci \ X is to the left of every vertex
of Cj \X if and only if every vertex of Ci\Y is to the left of every vertex of Cj \Y .
Proof. Follows from the S-ordering property.
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Lemma 26. Let G=(X; Y; E) be a connected biconvex S-ordered graph; and let S be
an inclusion minimal separator for G. Then S fxL; : : : ; xRg [ Y and S is one of the
following:
(i) an inclusion minimal neighborhood; that is; N (v) for some v such that there does
not exist a vertex w with N (w)N (v);
(ii) the intersection of the neighborhoods of two consecutive vertices;
(iii) the intersection of two X -vertices’ neighborhoods plus the intersection of two
Y -vertices’ neighborhoods; where the four vertices induce a subgraph of G iso-
morphic to 2K2; and the neighborhood intersections induce a complete bipartite
graph.
Proof. Let S be an inclusion minimal separator for G, and let C= fC1; C2; : : : ; Ckg be
the connected components of GhV nSi.
We rst handle the case where there exists Ci 2 C such that Ci\X =; or Ci\Y =;.
Since Ci is connected, this implies jCij = 1. Let Ci = fvg. Then N (v) S or else Ci
would contain a neighbor of v, a contradiction. But then S = N (v), by the minimality
of S. Furthermore, there does not exist a vertex w with N (w)N (v), or else N (w)
contradicts that S is an inclusion minimal separator. Thus, S satises condition i of the
lemma.
In the remainder of the proof, we assume that every element of C contains vertices
from both X and Y . Thus, by Lemmas 24 and 25, we may assume the elements of C
to be ordered from left to right. Let Ci and Ci+1 be two connected components that are
consecutive in this ordering. Let Xb be the vertices of X that are between Ci \ X and
Ci+1 \ X , and let Yb be the vertices of Y that are between Ci \ Y and Ci+1 \ Y . Note
that Xb [Yb S, since Ci and Ci+1 are consecutive connected components of GhVnSi.
Claim 27. There is no vertex to the right of Ci+1 adjacent to a vertex of Ci; or to
the left of Ci adjacent to a vertex of Ci+1.
Proof. If there were such a vertex then, since Ci and Ci+1 are themselves connected,
the convexity property of the orderings of X and Y contradicts the fact that Ci and
Ci+1 are distinct connected components.
The remainder of the proof of Lemma 26 is handled in four cases.
Case (i). Xb = ; and Yb = ;: By Claim 27, this case contradicts the connectivity
of G.
Case (ii). Xb=; and Yb 6= ;: By Claim 27, and the fact that S is inclusion minimal,
we have S=Yb. Let xi be the rightmost vertex of Ci\X and xi+1 be the leftmost vertex
of Ci+1 \ X . Every vertex of S is adjacent to both xi and xi+1; else we contradict the
minimality of S. Furthermore, N (xi)\N (xi+1)=S; otherwise we contradict the fact that
Ci and Ci+1 are distinct connected components of GhV nSi. Thus, S satises condition
(ii) of the lemma.
Case (iii). Xb 6= ; and Yb = ;: By an argument similar to that of case (ii), we may
conclude that S=Xb and S satises condition (27). The following argument shows that
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S must be contained in fxL; : : : ; xRg. Suppose not. Then, by Claim 27 and the structure
of Ci and Ci+1, the vertex y1 must form a connected component of GhV nSi. But this
contradicts our assumption that every element of C contains vertices from both X and
Y .
Case (iv). Xb 6= ; and Yb 6= ;: In this case, Xb [ Yb is a separator by virtue of
Claim 27. Thus, S=Xb[Yb. Because S is inclusion minimal, we have that every vertex
of S is adjacent to a vertex of Ci and to a vertex of Ci+1. Thus, by the convexity
property, GhXb [ Ybi is a complete bipartite graph.
Let xi be the rightmost vertex of Ci \ X , xj the leftmost vertex of Ci+1 \ X , yk the
rightmost vertex of Ci \ Y , and yl the leftmost vertex of Ci+1 \ Y .
The convexity property, and the fact that S is a separator, imply
Xb =N (yk) \ N (yl);
Yb =N (xi) \ N (xj):
The S-ordering property implies that (xi; yk) 2 E and (xj; yl) 2 E. Finally, S 
fxL; : : : ; xRg [ Y by an argument similar to that of case (iii).
Our dynamic programming approach, like that of [6], computes the ranking numbers
for all subgraphs (pieces) that could possibly arise as connected components after the
removal of one or more separators.
Denition 28. A piece of a biconvex S-ordered graph G = (X; Y; E) is a nonempty
subgraph of G induced by a (possibly empty) consecutive subset of X and a (possibly
empty) consecutive subset of Y . At least one of the subsets must be nonempty. A
piece is uniquely identied by its leftmost and rightmost vertices in both X and Y .
Let the ordered sets of vertices be X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xpg and Y = fy1; y2; : : : ; yqg. For
16bl6p; 16tl6q; 06br6p; 06tr6q; bl − 16br; tl − 16tr: we let P(bl; br; tl; tr)
denote the piece of G induced by
XP(bl;br; tl; tr) = fxbl; : : : ; xbrg(=; if br<bl)
and
YP(bl;br; tl; tr) = fytl; : : : ; ytrg(=; if tr < tl):
The size of a piece is the number of vertices in it, and is equal to (br − bl + 1) +
(tr − tl+ 1). Note that a biconvex S-ordered graph has fewer than n4 distinct pieces.
Let G = (X; Y; E) be a biconvex ordered graph. We compute and store the ranking
numbers for pieces of G, in increasing order of size. Ultimately, r(P(1; p; 1; q)) =
r(G) will be computed. Please see the detailed description of Algorithm VERTEX-
RANKING.
Theorem 29. The vertex ranking number of a biconvex graph; G = (X; Y; E), can be
computed in O(n4(n+ m)) time; where n= jX [ Y j and m= jEj.
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Proof. Correctness follows from Theorem 23, and Lemmas 24{26. A biconvex
S-ordering can be computed in O(n+ m) sequential time using the algorithm of [14].
Step 1 initializes O(n2) r values and requires O(n2) time. Step 2 calculates O(n4) r
values. In each computation, the test for connectivity requires O(n) time (one needs
only to check whether there are paths among the four or fewer dening vertices by
following the next elds). If the piece is disconnected, the indices of the two smaller
pieces can be computed in O(n) time. Thus, the if clause needs just O(n) time in
each iteration. The else clause has to calculate each minimal inclusion separator of P,
and then compute two pieces that result from its removal. Referring to Lemma 26, we
know there are at most n inclusion mininal separators of type (i) at most n of type
ii; and at most n+ m of type iii. Furthermore, they can all be computed in O(n+ m)
time, and computing the resulting pieces requires just constant time for each separator.
Thus, the else clause needs O(n + m) time for each iteration. We conclude that the
algorithm executes in O(n4(n+ m)) time.
While this approach does not lead to an ecient sequential algorithm, it does demon-
strate, in a straightforward way, that the vertex ranking problem has a polynomial time
solution on biconvex graphs. Note that the method relies upon the biconvex S-ordering;
it would not be guaranteed to work on an arbitrary biconvex ordering.
Algorithm VERTEX-RANKING(G)
Input: G = (X; Y; E) where G is a biconvex graph
with biconvex S-ordering,
Output: r(G), the vertex ranking number of G.
1. For each piece of G that is entirely contained in X or in Y ,
initialize the corresponding r value to 1:
For each piece P(bl; br; tl; tr) where br<bl or tr < tl:
r(P(bl; br; tl; tr)) 1
2. For each remaining piece, P =P(bl; br; tl; tr), in increasing order
of size, compute r as follows:
if P is disconnected then
f each connected component of P is itself a piece,
by virtue of Lemmas 24 and 25 g
Let P0 =P(bl0; br0; tl; tr0) be
the connected component of P that contains tl
r(P) maxfr(P(bl0; br0; tl; tr0),
r(P(br0 + 1; br; tr0 + 1; tr)g
else
r(P) n finitialize to a big numberg
for each subgraph S of P of type i, ii, or iii,
as described in Lemma 26 do:
r(P) minfr(P); jSj+maxfr(P1); r(P2)gg
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Fig. 4. A graph that has an S-ordering but is not chordal bipartite
where P1 is the top leftmost connected
component of PnS and P2 = Pn(S [ P1)
3. Finally, return the value r(1; p; 1; q).
end VERTEX-RANKING
5. Conclusions
In this paper we showed that biconvex graphs have a new biconvex ordering that
generalizes the strong ordering for bipartite permutation graphs. Furthermore we pre-
sented an ecient parallel algorithm to obtain that ordering. Additionally, we showed
how the new ordering may be used to nd a vertex ranking for biconvex graphs.
The rst author of this paper has used that new ordering to design ecient parallel
clustering algorithms on biconvex graphs, where the clustering criteria is diameter
related. The eective ingredients of the new ordering that facilitated the design of
those algorithms, is the elimination of certain types of paths (called C-paths in this
paper) of length greater than three, and the containment of the neighborhood sets of
all vertices in an induced bipartite permutation graph.
The fact that the new ordering may be eciently obtained in parallel might be a
good start in devising ecient parallel algorithms for various problems on biconvex
graphs.
From another perspective, we may interpret the new ordering as follows. Given a 0-1
matrix, A, that has the consecutive 1’s property for both the rows and the columns, the
rows and columns of A may be permuted in such a way that A still has the consecutive
1’s property for both the rows and the columns and does not contain the following
submatrix:
0 1
1 0
:
It would be interesting to nd a larger set of bipartite graphs whose vertices may
have an S-ordering. For instance, the graph of Fig. 4 is not a chordal bipartite graph,
yet its vertices have an S-ordering. However, not all chordal bipartite graphs have an
S-ordering; consider, for instance, the following matrix which was suggested to us by
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an anonymous referee:
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 1
:
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